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Discovering Tut : the Saga Continues

King Tutt was a teeenager ( 13
3 to 19 yeaars of age)) when he died. He was
w last heir
of a po
owerful fam
mily that had
h ruled Egypt and
d its empirre for centuries. Kin
ng
Tut’s to
omb discovvered in 19
922. The m
modern wo
orld has sp
peculated about whaat
has hap
ppened wh
hen he died
d and how he died.

(Figure of African Continentt)

In African continent Egypt in one country where mummies are saved in
different pyramids of Egypt.

(Figure of Valley of the Kings)
King tut was a boyish pharaoh. King Tut was taken from his resting place in the
ancient Egyptian cemetery known as the Valley of the king. It was 6 p.m. on 5
January 2005. The world’s most famous mummy glided head first into a C.T.
scanner brought here to probe mysteries of this little young rule who died
more than 3300 years ago.

(Figure of C.T. scanner machine)

Here is the C.T. machine. It is used to scan the Tut’s body. British Archaeologist
in 1922 discovered Tut’s tomb after years of futile searching the mummy of
king tut was in very bad condition.

(Figure of Mummy in Egypt)
King tut was also buried in the same tomb with everyday things he’d want in
the afterlife:-board games, a bronze razor, linen undergarments, cases of food
and wine.
Caster began investigating his three nested coffins opening the first he found a
shroud adorned with garlands of willow and olive leaves, lotus flowers,
cornflowers the faded evidence of a burial in March or April. When he reached
the mummy he ran into trouble. The ritual resins had hardened cementing Tut
to the bottom of his solid gold coffin but by scientific detachment the
consolidated material had to be chiselled away from beneath the limbs and
trunk. The main question about king tut’s death was that how did he die and
how old was he at the time of his death? Now here is tut’s dynasty-

1- Tut’s grandfather – Amenhotep III

2- Tut’s father – Amenhotep IV
(Canged Name-Akhenaten)
3-Mysterious ruler- Smenkhkare
3- Very Young – Tutankhamun
The technician pulled us astonishing images of tut on a computer screen. Last
night Zahi Hawass was now relieved that nothing had gone seriously wrong. I
did not sleep last night, not for a second.

(Figure of Osiris)
King Tut with Osiris, the god of the afterlife. The god of the afterlife seen just
above the entrance to Tut’s tomb. Osiris was the constellation that ancient
Egyptian knows as the soul of Osiris, the god of the afterlife- watching over the
boy king Tut.

Few Medical Terms –

(Computer tomography) C.T. scanner Machine

(Electro Cardio Gram) ECG

(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) MRI

Angiography showing: thrombosis of the celiac bifurcation.

Breast biopsy

MSFC computed Tomography Images

Dialysis machine

Figure of post mortem and post mortem room

